Defining Assistive Technology for Decision Making

Individuals who have special needs will use technology to perform a wide range of functions. Some of these will be to allow greater access or independence in everyday life. Others will provide greater opportunities for learning, for recreation and for communication and social interaction.

At times the technological tool chosen will be one that is especially developed to meet the needs of individuals with a specific disability. At other times, the technology is also used by those with no identified special needs. For the individual with special needs, there may then be problems of access that need to be solved using extra, assistive devices.

Review in general low-end and high-end technologies. This information will be valuable during the decision-making process.
HIGH-END TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTERS AND STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

Hierarchy of Technology Access

Computers are widely used in schools today. Almost all students are familiar with the standard keyboard and computer. However, not all students can access the computer in the traditional way; many students with special needs require adaptations or assistive technology for access purposes. Since the range of assistive technologies and computer adaptations is very broad, selecting the appropriate access method can be a challenging process. The Hierarchy of Technology Access (Figure 1) is presented in this chapter to assist educators, students and parents with decision-making in the area of computer access.

The hierarchy lists computer adaptations from minimal, relatively easy ones, to maximum, relatively complex adaptations. As a rule of thumb, the aim should be to have students use standard computer systems to the maximum degree possible and modify only to the degree needed by the student.

Additional hierarchial viewpoints which consider the cognitive and motor areas are presented in Figure 2. These hierarchies should be used as general guides rather than as exact prescriptions. Following a discussion of these access/input methods is a section on Computer Output Methods since it is equally important that the student can “retrieve” information from the computer as it is to “enter” information.

Note: Reference can be made to the glossary for definitions of any unfamiliar terms.
NOTE:
*This hierarchy lists computer input methods (methods for entering information into the computer) by degree of removal/from the standard keyboard. It lists from the bottom, less complex (modifications to the standard keyboard), to more complex (switch controlled access). The simple solutions are usually less expensive, more available and often easier to operate for a student and adult.
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HIERARCHY OF TECHNOLOGY ACCESS - (Input Devices)

**Modifications to the Standard Keyboard**

For students experiencing minor difficulty using the standard keyboard, it is important to consider the following modifications before choosing to use an alternate keyboard. Minor modifications are generally less expensive, easier to understand and use than modifications which are more involved.

- Occasionally the only keyboard modification needed is **positioning**. Observe the slant, angle, height of computer keyboard and monitor. Detached keyboards offer more flexibility. *NOTE: An Occupational Therapist may be needed to assist with positioning and seating, for some students.*

- Protect the keyboard from student drooling by using a clear plastic overlay called a **moisture guard**.

- A **keyguard** can help prevent unwanted keystrokes as the student moves his hands across the keyboard. It is a hard keyboard covering which has an opening for each key.

- **Mark special keys** with coloured, tactile or enlarged keyboard letters and numbers, eg. Zoom Caps™ [Meeting the Challenge].

- Offer an **alternate point method** (mouth stick, head stick, keyboard cuff or mitten or other pointer), to the student to allow him/her to type directly onto the keyboard.

- Use **utility software** or hardware control panel to remove auto-repeat features of keyboard keys to prevent unwanted keystroke repetitions. The SHIFT, CONTROL and ALT. keys can also be locked to help one handed typists to hold two or more keys down at the same time.

- **Keyboard redefinition software** offers the ability to rearrange the keys on the keyboard. This software is especially helpful to students with limited range of motion who cannot move their hands across the keyboard, and for one-handed typists. This is a feature of some common word processing programs.
Rate Enhancement Software

Rate enhancement software speeds up typing and increases accuracy by reducing the number of keystrokes needed.

*Word Prediction Software* - is an example of rate enhancement software. It speeds up the data entry process for individuals who use a keyboard, adapted switch or other type of alternative input device. Word prediction allows the student to choose words from an on-screen list of words which is generated as the student begins to spell the word. The program speeds up text entry by predicting the word to be typed from the student’s first one or two keystrokes.

*Abbreviation Expansion Programs* - these allow the user to assign a series of letters, words, or sentences to one or more keystrokes. When the assigned keys (the abbreviations) are hit, the program automatically inserts the expanded text. These features are integrated into some word processing programs; or can be purchased separately to use with another program.

Expanded or Alternative Keyboards

If modification of the standard keyboard does not result in improved access and use, the next adaptation in the hierarchy is an alternative keyboard.

- **Alternative keyboards** are used when the student requires a different size, layout, sensitivity and complexity. For example:

  *Expanded keyboards* provide enlarged keys which are useful for students having difficulty targeting the keys on the standard keyboard. These boards often can be customized to meet individual needs.

  *Mini keyboards* are small boards containing smaller surfaces than the standard keyboard. They are often used with students having limited range of motion.

An alternative keyboard may provide transparent or specific access. When a keyboard provides transparent access, it works with standard “off the shelf” software (e.g. Intellikeys). When a keyboard provides specific or nontransparent access it can only be used with
software specifically designed for the alternative keyboard (e.g. the Muppet Keyboard). At this level, these keyboards plug directly into the keyboard port.

**Pointing Devices/Mouse Emulation**

When individuals do not have sufficient fine motor control to successfully use a keyboard or mouse, alternate input methods are used. The devices offer cursor control on the screen using a button or switch for item selection. Combined with an on-screen keyboard they serve as a keyboard alternative.

- **Mouse Alternatives** eg. joystick, trackball, rollerball, switch adapted mouse.
- A **touch window/screen** enables a student to select items by touching a screen placed in front of the monitor.
- An **optical pointer** can control the cursor through tracking a tiny optical sensor placed on student’s forehead or glasses.
- A **headpointing system** controls the cursor by tracking lateral and rotational head movements.
- **Alternate keyboards** can be programmed to control cursor movement.

**Keyboard Emulation/Interface Approach**

A **keyboard emulator** is a hardware device which works the same as or “emulates” the computer keyboard. It is required to connect the computer to certain alternative keyboards or switches and allows students who cannot physically access the standard keyboard to use alternative devices to run standard “off the shelf” software. A keyboard emulator provides transparent access.

Examples of keyboard emulators:

- Adaptive Firmware Card [Don Johnston, Inc.] for Apple Computers
- Ke:nx [Don Johnston, Inc.] for Macintosh Computers
- DADA Entry [TASH Inc.] for IBM or compatibles
- DARCI TOO [WESTEST Engineering Corporation] for Apple, IBM and IBM compatibles
Caution:
Always ask the specific computer system requirements when considering alternative keyboards. Not all alternative devices work on all computer platforms.

**Voice Recognition**

Speech or voice recognition is a somewhat expensive input method for students who cannot physically operate the computer in any manner but who can operate it via voice. Once a student trains the computer to understand his/her voice, the student operates the computer by speaking commands into a microphone. It is important to speak precisely each time since the computer responds to a saved voice pattern. Examples of voice recognition software include Dragon Dictate [Dragon Systems, Inc.] and IBM Voice type Dictation [IBM Canada Ltd.].

**Switch Controlled Access**

**Switches are often used when no other modifications are successful.** A switch operates the computer without directly using the keyboard; it bypasses it. This method is for students who are able to press a switch but have no other accurate, efficient way of accessing the keyboard.

- There are several software programs specifically designed to accept switch input. They are often used for cause and effect learning or for switch evaluation. Review the Software: Publishers and Distributors list in Appendix E of handbook for vendors who provide cause and effect software.

- A switch can also be used with all software using a keyboard emulator. Software which comes with a keyboard emulator allows one to display a scanning array of alphabet letters or numbers at the bottom of the screen. The student selects the target by pressing a switch when the desired item is highlighted. A student can scan visually or auditorily using this method.

- Morse code can also be used with switches to operate computer programs. Using one or two switches send a sequence of DIT and DAH signals and a keyboard interface translates signals into computer keyboard characters which are sent to the computer as if they had been typed on the keyboard.
COMPUTER OUTPUT DEVICES

In addition to using various methods to input information into computers, students with differing needs may also require various methods for retrieving computer information or output. Alternate methods for successfully retrieving information from the computer are presented below.

Voice Output

Speech Output - software reads aloud text which appears on the screen.

For students who rely more on auditory learning (eg. learning disabled, visually impaired) software which reads aloud text on the screen is often required for effective learning. Screen Reading Software reads everything on the screen including letters, words, lines, menus, icons and windows. eg. Outspoken for Macs and Outspoken for Windows [Berkeley Systems, Inc.]. Talking Word Processing Programs provide speech feedback during the writing process, eg. Write:Outloud for Macs [Don Johnston, Inc.] and WriteAway for DOS [Institute on Applied Technology] and IntelliTalk for PC-compatibles [Intellitools]. Speech feedback can be either synthesized (robotic-type speech) or digitized (human-like speech).

Voice Output or Alternative Augmentative Communication Aids

As an option to a dedicated device, a computer with voice output can be used as an Alternative and Augmentative Communication Aid. Unless a laptop is used, the lack of portability is a drawback. Examples of some programs are: Windows Computers with GUS software [GUS Communications Inc.] and Macintosh Computer with Speaking Dynamically [Mayer-Johnson Co.]

Visual Output

Screen Enhancement

For students with visual or perceptual difficulties, adjustments in the size, colour and clarity of text and/or graphics may be useful. For example, a student with low vision can use a larger monitor and a larger font size in word processing programs or use screen enlargement programs such as Closeview [Apple Computer Inc.], a utility included with Macintosh Computers, Screen Magnifier/2 [IBM Canada Ltd.] or

**Braille Text**

For students who are totally blind, text can be printed in braille with the aid of a Braille printer and/or software.

**Optical Character Recognition (OCR)**

Students who are visually impaired and/or have learning disabilities can also access printed text by using a scanner to convert print into an electronic format and then special OCR (optical character recognition) software to translate this information into text which can be understood, saved and read aloud by the computer. The Arkenstone Reader “An Open Book” [Arkenstone, Inc.] is one such reading system.

There are already many books that have been digitized in this way. Some are available through the internet.
SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS WITH EXCEPTIONALITIES

A computer is only as effective as the software it runs. The guidelines below should assist educators to select software more systematically and thus increase the overall effectiveness of computers for students with special needs.

CHOOSING SOFTWARE FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: GUIDELINES FOR EDUCATORS

1. Identify student needs and decide on what type of software will meet those needs.

2. Find out what software is available. (See Software Selection Checklist in Appendix B)

3. Obtain a preview or demo copy, evaluate the software using the following categories:

   **Content**
   - Compatible with student’s cognitive, physical and sensory abilities
   - Addresses classroom curriculum
   - Supports goals and objectives of class and/or individual
   - Suitable to target population (eg. age-appropriate, reading level)
   - Accurate
   - Complexity level is appropriate
   - Compatible with other materials
   - Feedback of program is positive not negative

   **Program Design**
   - Has clear and easy to understand instructions
   - Has well-designed screen displays
   - Instructions are provided on screen and in manual
   - Facilitates student independence
   - Selection of activities, pace and level of difficulty can be controlled
   - Program is free of bugs
   - Promotes active student participation
   - Instructions and help screen can be accessed at any time
• Tutorial is provided
• Branches to appropriate level of difficulty based on student responses
• Has interesting graphics, sound and animation for content enhancement
• Accommodates various learning styles
• Fun and motivating
• Records and tracks student progress

Special Features For Students With Special Needs

• Clear, uncluttered screens
• Access features which enable student to use input devices other than the keyboard such as single switch, alternate keyboard, joystick, touch screen, etc.
• Mouse alternatives which allow student to operate program using the arrow keys if necessary.
• Rate of presentation or response which can be modified
• Speech feedback
• Enlarged display (large print)
• Rate enhancement for writing (word prediction/abbreviation expansion)
• On-screen instructions; can control length of time these remain on screen
• Auditory prompts or signals helpful for student whose attention wanders quickly from the program
• Visual cues provided at various times during program. For example, some programs may have prompted writing features, or step-by-step written instructions which appear in a box on the computer screen to assist students in sentence and story creation
• Customizable features allowing content to be personalized (eg. spelling lists, math problems)
• Adjustable difficulty levels, vocabulary, sound, timing, speed, graphics and text

Documentation

• Easy to read and understand software manuals
• Alternate format manuals available (eg. large print, braille, audio cassette, computer disk or print that is easily read by a reading machine)
4. Once software is found, check out the following:

- software warranty
- software updates. Are they automatically supplied when released? Are there additional costs?
- guarantees and return policies
- back-up copies
- availability of technical support. Does the company have a toll free number?

Note: A software selection checklist, provided in Appendix B should assist the team to choose appropriate software for students with specific needs. Once the software is chosen the team may wish to have a software review committee consisting of both students and teachers complete a software evaluation using the *Software Evaluation Form* provided in Appendix B. The team and/or school computer committee may find the completed forms helpful in deciding upon which software will be purchased.